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Abstract 
We modify the ANOVA-like test for variance components, originally 
proposed by Seifert [14], by using different critical region. It is shown that 
the modified test has some desired optimality properties. In particular, 
in the mixed linear model with two variance components the modified 
ANOVA-like test is the optimum test, i.e. it coincides with the UMPI 
(Uniformly Most Powerful Test) and/or LBI (Locally Best Invariant) test 
for variance components derived in [2, 8, 9, 16]. 
K e y w o r d s : Mixed model, variance components, ANOVA-like test, 
UMPI test, LBI test, MINQUE. 
1991 Mathematics Subject Classification: 62F03, 62E15 
1 Introduction 
Seifert [14] suggested the so-called ANOVA-like test for variance components. 
As the author noticed the test is heuristically motivated and leads to the optimal 
ANOVA-test or to Satterthwaite's approximate test in balanced situations and 
is asymptotically correct and optimal. 
As our experience shows the ANOVA-like test behaves very well in many 
different situations. However, we have had to change the critical region of the 
* Supported by Grant VEGA 1/7295/20 from the Science Grant Agency of the Slovak 
Republic. 
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test. The modified test has then superior local optimality properties. In partic-
ular, in general mixed model with two variance components the test coincides 
with the optimum test, i.e. with the uniformly most powerful invariant test 
(UMPI test) or with the locally best invariant test (LBI test) of variance com-
ponents, derived by Das and Sinha [2] for one-way unbalanced classification, by 
Mathew and Sinha [9] for unbalanced two-way model without interactions, and 
by Mathew and Westfall [8, 16] under the general model involving two variance 
components. In the general model with more than two variance components the 
test is no more exact (it depends on nuisance parameters), nor unbiased and 
optimal in the sense of LBIU (locally best invariant unbiased), but its properties 
are reasonably good if compared with other available tests, as is illustrated in 
Section 5. 
2 MINQUE and Seifert's ANOVA-like test for variance 
components 
The ANOVA-like test statistic is based on MINQUE, precisely on MINQE(U,I), 
of variance components. MINQE(U,I), the minimum norm quadratic estimator 
(unbiased and invariant) of the linear function of the variance components, was 
proposed by Rao [11] and developed by many others, for more details see [12]. 
In the following we will consider the general mixed linear model: 
y = X(3 + Ua + e, (1) 
where y is an n-vector of observations of response variable, X and U = (U\ : • • • : 
Ur) are fixed and known nxk and nxm matrices, m = ]T)I=i
 mi-> ^-(^i) 2 ^C^O, 
where 1Z(A) denotes the linear space spanned by columns of the matrix A, (3 is 
a k-vector of unknown fixed effects, and a and e are uncorrelated random m-
and n-vectors. Here a = (a[,... ,ar)' represents the joint vector of r random 
effects (all levels) and e represents unexplained random error. We will consider 
the natural ordering of random effects, i.e. i < j whenever 1Z(U{) C 1Z(UJ). 
Throughout this paper we will assume normal distribution of random vectors, 
i.e. we assume ai ~ N(0,OfIm.), i = l,...,r, and e ~ N(0,ar+1In). Then 
r+1 
E(y)=XP, Var(y) = J£v2iVi, (2) 
i=l 
where V{ = U;U/, i = \,...,r, and Vr+i = I. 
Let $ = (a\,... -tfrj^r+i)' € ©, where 0 represents the parameter space, 
denotes the vector of variance components and 6 = (0\,... , 0 r , 1)' denotes the 
vector of ratios 6{ = a^/ar+1, i = 1,... ,r+ 1. For fixed prior choice i?o of $ the 
MINQE(U,I) of the linear function g'd, (where g is a fixed known vector such 
that g e IZ(Kui), i.e. exists a vector A that g = KuiX), is given by 
fd = g'K^q = X'q, (3) 
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where KVI is a ^-inverse of the MINQE(U,I) criterial matrix Kui given by 
elements 
{Kuihj = tr((MVoM)+Vi(MVoM)+Vj) , ij = 1 , . . . , r + 1, (4) 
and q = ( # i , . . . , qr+i)' is the MINQE(U,I) vector of quadratics with 
9< = H'(MV0M)
+yi(MV0M)+H, t = 1 , . . . , r + 1. (5) 
Here tr(A) denotes the trace of the matrix A. A+ denotes Moore-Penrose 
a-inverse of A, and M = I — KK+ is an orthogonal projector on /^(X)-1-, the 
space orthogonal to the space spanned by columns of the matrix X. VQ = 
m ) = ££i0.oY. and (MV0M)+ = V^
1 - V^X&'V^XyX'V^ ifYo-1 
exists. 
Notice that MINQE(U,I) of i? is any solution of Kurf = q and MINQE(U,I) 
of g'd is unique, g'd is a quadratic estimator of g'fi which is invariant under 
the group of transformations y i-> c(y + K7), for all 7 and c > 0. Moreover, 
MINQE(U,I) g'd is an unbiased estimator of g'd, it does not depend on c > 0 
if $0 = c9o, and under normality assumptions 
Var(fd) = 2g'K^g = 2XtKUJX, (6) 
locally at $ = $ 0 . If IQ}/ exits then 1? = i v ^ g is unique and E($) = d and 
Var(d) = 2Ky) locally at tf0. 
For testing the hypothesis H0 : Of = 0 against the alternative Hi : of > 0 
(equivalently H0 : ^ = 0 against Hi : 0* > 0), i = 1 , . . . , r , Seifert in [14] 
proposed the so-called ANOVA-like test statistic based on the ratio of locally 
uncorrelated MINQE(U,I) estimators: 
Let ??0 G H0 be a fixed vector of priors, i.e. t?i0 = 0. Assume for simplicity 
that the inverse matrix K^} exists. Then, let z = Ld denotes the vector of 
locally uncorrelated linear combinations of d — the MINQE(U,I) of d. Here 
L denotes an upper triangular matrix with all diagonal elements equal to ones 
and such that locally at 1?0 
Var(z) = L Var0)V = 2LK^)L' = D, (7) 
where L) = Diag(Da), i = 1 , . . . , r + 1, is a diagonal matrix. We note that L 
can be obtained by Cholesky decomposition of Kui> 
The test statistic for testing H0 : di = 0 proposed by Seifert is 
T = z, = & + Eg+i M j = j< + gj (8) 
where £ = (0 , . . . , 0, Li j + i , . . . , Lir+i)'. By construction the local covariance of 
numerator and denominator is zero, i.e. Cov(zi,Zi —1?$) = 0 locally at i90, (in 
fact, Cov(zi, Zi — fii) = 0 locally at $0 = c#0 for all c > 0), and under H0 we get 
r+ l r+1 
E(zi) = E(êi + e'ê) = E(êi+ Y^ LiÂ)= £ Lijéj^e'ê, 
j=i+l j—i+1 
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and 
r+\ r+1 
E(z{ - 0<) = E(£'d) = -5?( $ 3
 L ^ ' ) = _C L*>*i = n' 
j—i+l j—i+l 
Seifert [14] suggested to reject H0 for large values of T . 
In balanced ANOVA models, if the standard ANOVA-test of Ho exists, 
the above ANOVA-like test coincides with the usual ANOVA test of Ho based 
on the ratio of two independent MSE's with distributions proportional to x2-
distributions with / i and / 2 degrees of freedom (i.e. under Ho the test statistic 
T does not depend on the priors do and has a central F-distribution with appro-
priate / i and / 2 degrees of freedom). In the other situations and in unbalanced 
ANOVA models Seifert suggested to approximate the distribution of T by the 
well-known Sattertwaite's approximation: The critical region of an approximate 
test of level a is given by T > Fi-ajxj2, where Fi_ajl5/2 represents the (I —a) 
critical value of F-distribution with / i and / 2 degrees of freedom, where 
2{mr . {t'#o)2 (q) 
/I = ~ A T ' h-Jk~^t (9) 
Kleffe and Seifert [6] checked the performance of this approximate ANOVA-like 
test with critical region T > P i -a , / i , / 2
 i n unbalanced two-way random model. 
It was shown by simulations that under H0 the true level of significance was 
uniformly below the nominal value a for different d G Ho- If compared with 
the test with critical region T > c a , where c a was the critical value found by 
simulations, it was shown that for different d G Ho the estimated probabilities 
P(T > ca) "do not differ much from each other and are all nearly correct". 
3 Modified ANOVA-like test 
In general, for given do G Ho, the ANOVA-like test statistic T given by (8) 
for testing Ho : di = 0 against Hi : di > 0 has, under the usual normality 
assumptions, known distribution for all i? G 0 . The T statistic is given as a 
ratio of two quadratics in normal variables. 
For testing H0 : di = 0 against Hi : di > 0 we suggest to use the modified 
ANOVA-like test, which depends on the choice of do G Ho, with the critical 
region defined by 
Zi - ca(zi - tfi) > 0 , (10) 
where ca is the critical value of the distribution such that P(zi - ca(zi — di) > 
0) = a, under the assumption that true d = do G Ho- The critical value ca can 
be find by the help of Imhof's algorithm, see section 6. 
Notice that the critical region T > c* with c* such that under d = do € Ho 
we get P(T > c*) = a, is not equivalent with the critical region Zi~ca(zi — di) > 
0 with ca defined by the equation P(z\ — ca(zi — i?j) > 0) = a for $ = do € ^o-
In particular, if Zi is nonnegative definite quadratic, then under d = $o, we get 
P (zi ~ ca(zi -di)<0^=P(0<T<ca) = l - a . (11) 
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The modified ANOVA-like test with critical region given in (10) is equivalent 
with the original Seifert's ANOVA-like test only if the test statistic T is a ratio 
of two non-negative definite quadratics. However, it is not true in general, and 
so, the newly proposed test is different from the original Seifert's ANOVA-like 
test. 
4 M o d e l wi th two variance c o m p o n e n t s 
Consider a mixed linear model with two variance components 
y = X/3 + Ua + E, (12) 
where y is an n-vector of observations of response variable, X and U are fixed 
and known n x k and n x m matrices, /? is a k-vector of unknown fixed effects, 
and a and e are uncorrelated random m- and n-vectors, a ~ N(0,02Im), and 
e ~ N ( 0 , O - 2 I n ) . Then 
E(y) = X(3, Var(y) = O2Vi + O2I, (13) 
where Vi = UU'. Let M = I - X(X'X)~X' and B be a (n - k) x n matrix 
such that M = B'B and I?H' = In-k- Then t = By is a maximal invariant 
with respect to the group of transformations y i-> H + K/3 and .E(t) = 0, and 
Var(t) = O-2TV + O-2In-fc, where TV = BUU'B'. 
Let Ai > A<2 > • • • > \h > 0 be /i distinct eigenvalues of TV with their respec­
tive multiplicities v\,..., Vh> Then the spectral decomposition of W is given by 
W ~ J2i=i ^iQu where Qi = E{E\ and _% is a matrix built from orthonormal 
eigenvectors corresponding to the eigenvalue \ . In [10] is described a minimal 
sufficient statistic for the family of distributions of a maximal invariant statistic: 
It is a set of h independent quadratics in t, say Zi = t'QitjVi, and such that 
nZi/iolXi+a^-xlr 
Mathew and Westfall [8, 16], derived an optimum test for testing Ho : 0 = 0 
against Hi : 6 > 0, where 0 = O"2/cr2, what is equivalent with testing H0 : Of = 0 
against Hi : O2 > 0, in general model with two variance components (12). He 
noticed that the testing problem is invariant under the group of transformations 
y i—> c(y + Xfi), for arbitrary c > 0 and /?, and the maximal invariant is £/||£||. 
Applying Wijsman's representation theorem, see [17], he derived the ratio R of 
nonnull to null densities of the maximal invariant: 
k 
R = \i + ev\-^x'x\i\x'(i + ev)x\-i ( ^ ( J + ^ ) ~ 4 ) '• (14) 
There are two important cases to distinguish: i) the nonzero eigenvalues of W 
are all equal (i.e. h < 2), and b) the nonzero eigenvalues of TV are not equal. 
The optimum test is given in [5], Theorem 6.2.2: 
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Theorem 1 Consider model (12) and let v — rank(W), assume v > 0. 
1. Suppose 0 < v < n — k and the nonzero eigenvalues of W are equal to X, 
where A > 0, with associated orthonormal eigenvectors given by E\, and 
let Q\ = E\E[. Then for testing H0 : 6 = 0 versus H\ : 6 > 0, the UMPI 
test (uniformly most powerful invariant test) rejects H0 for large values of 
_ n-k-v t'Q\t 
Fo~ v t'(I-Q\)t ( 1 5 ) 
Under H0, F0 ~ Fu,n-k-v. 
2. If the nonzero eigenvalues of W are not all equal, then for testing H0 : 
0 = 0 versus Hi : 9 > 0. the LBI test (locally best invariant test) rejects 
Ho for large values of 
_ t'Wt = ť ( E t i XiQi)t = TLi >^i 
ťt ť{YH=lQi)t Eli»iZi 
Kri L \/L,i=\
/yiy°ii)<' /_,i—\nivi^i ,1 ř !N 
b* = "ITT- = ..,^h 77Z ~ ~T^h -.-• i
lb> 
We will show that the modified ANOVA-like test with critical region Z\ -
Cot(z\ — # i) > 0, where ca is such that P(z\ — ca(z\ — $i) > 0) = a under the 
null hypothesis, is equivalent with the optimum test for testing H0 : Of = 0 
versus Hi : o\ > 0. 
Lemma 1 Consider model (12) and the testing problem H0 : o\ = 0 versus 
Hi : Of > 0. Let'd = (Of, a 2 ) ' and /e£#o £ Ho- Then, under given assumptions, 
we get 
F* = ^ , (17) 
<12 
i.e. the LBI test statistic coincides with the ratio of MINQE(U,I) quadratics, 
where qi, i = 1,2. are given by (5). 
Proof If tfo G H0 then tf0 = (0,<rg)', for fixed org > 0 and V0 = V(ti0) = ^1. 
Let M = I - X(X'X)~X' = H'H, where H is such (n - k) x n matrix that 
HH' = In-k, and denote VV = BVB'. 
Then according to (5), q{ = ^'(MV0M)
+ l / i(MVoM)
+H , i = 1,2, where V\ = 
V and V2 = I, and MV0M = o
2
0B'BB'B = crgH'H = O-gM and so (MV0M)+ = 








+y = \y'B'BB'By = - 1 * ' * . (18) 
^o ^o 
To derive the ANOVA-like test statistic we need to express the criterial 
matrix Kui given by (4). It is easy to show that 
l_(tr{W*)tr{W)\ 
UI " 4 V HW) n-k)> (19) 
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where tr(W2) = trfcti X1 Qi) = E j U Ai"i> a n d M ^ ) = E , t i A ^ i - Then 
the matrix 
L = I f M 5 (20) 
fulfills the required condition 2LK^})V = F>, where D is a diagonal matrix. 
Notice that L does not depend on i?0- Then, considering MINQE(U,I) 
,_i 1 / n - f c - i r ( J V ) \ A W t 
* ~ * w * -De~f{ -HW) tr(W
2) ) { ft ) ' ( 2 1 ) 
where Dei = (n - fc)rr(JV2) - £r(PV)2, and by solving z = Ld we get 
Dei Dei 
Z 1-^ 1 =^(M W-«1!^) . (22) 
Note that zi is nonnegative definite quadratic form in t. 
The ANOVA-like test statistic for testing H0 : a
2 = 0 versus Hi : a2 > 0 is 
then given as 
zx _ ir(PV
2)^i (Deť)t'Wt 
z\ -t>\ .5, fт(W) 0 2 íт(W)ťт(W-)ťí - íт(W)-í 'rУť 
(23) 
T h e o r e m 2 JTie modified ANOVA-like test with critical region z\ — ca(z\ — 
$i) > 0. where z\ and z\ — d\ are given by (22), and ca > 0 is such that under 
the null hypothesis P(z\ — ca(z\ — t?i) > 0) = a, is the optimum test (UMPI or 
LBI test) for testing Ho : a2 = 0 versus H\ : a2 > 0 in the mixed linear model 
(12) with two variance components. 
P r o o f First, let us assume that A > 0 is the only positive eigenvalue of W 
with its multiplicity iv, 0 < v < n — k. Then W = AQi, where Q\ = E\E[, and 
E\ is a matrix which columns are the orthonormal eigenvectors associated with 
A and further, tr(W) = \v and tr(W2) = \2v. Let E2 denotes the matrix of 
the orthonormal eigenvectors associated with the eigenvalue 0 and Q2 = E2E2, 
then In-k = Q\ + Qi- Using (23) it is easy to see that 
T = Zl ^n-k-v t'Qit ( . 
z\-h v t'(I-Q\)t' K } 
what is exactly the test statistic FQ of UMPI test given in (15). The quadratic 
forms t'Q\t and t'(I—Q\)t are nonnegative definite, so the critical region T > ca 
is equivalent with the critical region z\ — ca(z\ — d\) > 0. Moreover, based on 
the results in [10], under the null hypothesis T ~ Fv,n-k-v 
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On the other hand, in general we get 
I - = ___^___!1 J ^ _ _ffl! - fcl« _ fa, (25) 
where T - 1 denotes the reciprocal value of T, and #i, q2 are MINQE(U,I) 
quadratics given by (5), and k\ = r ' Lrj.—- and k2 = r k j are positive 
constants. From that we get 
F-i = *- = ^ ^ , (26) 
where, according to Lemma 1, F~l is the reciprocal value of the LBI test statis-
tic F*. 
Let z\ —ca(z\ —di) > 0 is the critical region of the modified ANOVA-like test, 
with the critical value ca > 0, such that under H0 P(z\ - ca(z\ - # i ) > 0) = a. 
Then, using that qi, q2, and z\ are nonnegative definite, we get 
P(z\ - ca(z\ - ti\) > 0) = 
= P(T<0)+P(T>ca) 
= P(T~l < 0) + P(0 < T~l < l/ca) 
1 ^ = p (T-
1+k2 < l/Ca + fe 
C a / \ /ti /?i 
F:><^UPÍF,> fel 
fci ) \ l / c a + f c 2 / 
= P ( F , > 4 ) , (27) 
where c* is the critical value of the LBI test, see (16). 
5 General mixed linear model 
Consider the general mixed linear model (1) with variance components $ = 
(i? i , . . . , dr+i)'. Only little is known about the optimality of tests for variance 
components, Ho : fii = 0 versus Hi : i9j > 0, i = l , . . . , r , in the general 
model (1). In the recent book [5], there are remarkable developments in the 
area of exact (unbiased) tests and local optimality of unbiased invariant tests 
for special designs. However, such tests can be constructed only in a limited 
class of problems. 
In general, the modified ANOVA-like test given by (10) is no more unbiased 
and locally optimal invariant test for testing H0 : $i = 0 against Hi : $i > 0. 
Typically, the test statistic and its distribution under Ho depends on some 
nuisance parameters. On the other hand, the ANOVA-like test is based on the 
MINQE(U,I) quadratics, q = ( # i , . . . , g r + i ) ' , given in (5). Seifert [15] proved 
the following important result: 
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Theorem 3 The MINQE(U,I) vector of quadratics q is locally sufficient for 
the class of invariant tests. 
By definition, a statistic q is called locally sufficient at $ 0 G H0 for a testing 
problem, if for any test 4>(y) there is a test <j>*(q) such that 
E*(<Ky)) = E#(<f>*(q)) + <*# - #o), (28) 
where o(d - i/0) is such function that o(d - i?o)/||$ - i?o|| "-r 0 for d i-» i/0. 
In [6] was considered the LBI tests, under the model (1), for given nuisance 
variance components $ 0 = ( i / 0 l , . . . , i ? 0 r + 1 ) ' , $o G H0, without assumptions 
about unbiasedness. 
They showed that for given $ 0 G H0 the locally best invariant test for testing 
H0 : fit = 0 versus Hi : $i > 0 rejects the null hypothesis for large values of 
* . - * • (29) 
Ej=i #Ojqj 
Unfortunately, the significance levels (under H0) of these tests strongly depends 
on nuisance variances. 
Seifert [15] suggested new optimality criteria for testing hypotheses on vari­
ance components. In particular, he introduced and characterized LBLUIT—the 
locally best locally unbiased invariant test. The critical region of LBLUIT is of 
the form qi > Ylj^i hjQji a n ^ s u c n tha t the test, s a Y 0(q)> o n significance level 
a, fulfils the following restrictions: E#0((f)(q)qj) — aE#Q(qj) — 0, for all j ^ i. 
Unfortunately, the derivation of such test still remains a big problem. 
On the other hand, as our experience shows, the modified ANOVA-like test 
with critical region given by (10) behaves better then the above the LBI test 
and also better then the originally proposed ANOVA-like test. The new test 
gives a good approximation of the nominal significance level at H0 and a high 
power at Hi. 
We shall illustrate properties of the modified ANOVA-like test in the setup 
of a random two-way classification model 
Vijk = /J + ai + f3j + % + Sijk, (30) 
where /i is an unknown constant, and a ~ N(0,cr^I), /? ~ jN(0,r/|I), 7 ~ 
jN(0, <r^I), e ~ N(0, of I) are independent random vectors. The incidence matrix 
of the model is given in the table bellow: 
3 
1 2 3 4 
1 4 0 0 0 
i 2 5 5 4 0 
3 6 5 4 3 
The model was taken from [6] where similar illustration, based on simula­
tions, was given for the originally proposed ANOVA-like test. 
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Let i? = ( i? i , . . . ,i?4)' denotes the vector of variance components. The hy-
pothesis of interest is H0 : i?i = 0 versus Hi : i?i > 0. Let i? = (0,1,1,1) ' be 
the true parameter from Ho. Then for chosen prior value i?o = (0,1,1,1) ' the 
modified ANOVA-like test rejects the null hypothesis for z\ — co.os(^i — i?i) > 0, 
where the critical value co.os = 15.5146 was calculated by Imhof's procedure, 
and is such that locally at i? = i?0 we get P(z\ - co.os^i - i?i) > 0) = 0.05. 
We notice that Kleffe and Seifert [6] derived the critical region of the original 
ANOVA-like test, under the same conditions, such that the test rejects the null 
hypothesis for T > 8.1047, where T = z\/(z\ - i?i). The critical value 8.1047 
was derived by simulations, in fact, the true critical value computed by Imhof's 
algorithm should be 7.9850. Notice that the modified ANOVA-like test rejects 
Ho for T g (0,15.5146). 
Similarly, we have derived the LBI test, see (29), for testing H0 : i?i = 0 
versus Hi : i?i > 0 locally at i?o- The test rejects the null hypothesis for 
H* > 0.3178, and P(R* > 0.3178) = 0.05 locally at i?0. 
To compare the properties of the tests we report Table 1, Table 2, and 
Table 3, with significance levels of the tests under different values of the true 
parameter i? = (0, i?2, i?3,1)', i? G Ho- Last row in each table reports the power of 
the test for alternatives i? G Hi, where i? = (i?i, 1,1,1)' and i?i = 0,0.5,1, 5,100. 
All calculations are based on the Imhof's algorithm. 
t?2 
0 0.5 1 5 100 
0 0.0472 0.0506 0.0523 0.0507 0.0332 
0.5 0.0488 0.0496 0.0506 0.0537 0.0389 
tfз 1 0.0491 0.0495 0.0500 0.0530 0.0425 
5 0.0494 0.0495 0.0495 0.0504 0.0522 
10 0.0495 0.0495 0.0495 0.0495 0.0505 
Power 0.0500 0.1040 0.1366 0.1991 0.1796 
Table 1: Seifert's ANOVA-like test. The levels of significance P(T > 7.9850) 
for different values of the true parameter 1? G Ho, where 1? = (0,i?2,i?3,1)'. The 
last row reports the power of the test for different alternatives i? G Hi, where 
1? = (i?i, 1,1,1)' andi?i =0,0.5,1,5,100. 
1?2 
0 0.5 1 5 100 
0 0.0426 0.0554 0.0640 0.0977 0.1685 
0.5 0.0436 0.0489 0.0531 0.0730 0.1469 
i?з 1 0.0437 0.0471 0.0500 0.0650 0.1336 
5 0.0438 0.0447 0.0455 0.0512 0.0948 
100 0.0438 0.0439 0.0439 0.0443 0.0515 
Power 0.0500 0.1195 0.1732 0.3630 0.5731 
Table 2: Modified ANOVA-like test. The levels of significance P(z\ - 15.5146 
(z\ — i?i) > 0) for different values of the true parameter i? G Ho, where i? = 
(0, i?2, i?3,1)'. The last row reports the power of the test for different alternatives 
i? G Hi, where 1? = (i?i, 1,1,1)' and i?i = 0,0.5,1,5,100. 
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02 
0 0.5 1 5 100 
0 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0000 
0.5 0.0139 0.0138 0.0137 0.0129 0.0040 
t?з 1 0.0522 0.0510 0.0500 0.0437 0.0132 
5 0.3160 0.3116 0.3073 0.2786 0.1051 
100 0.6411 0.6404 0.6397 0.6342 0.5332 
Power 0.0500 0.1970 0.3089 0.6554 0.9716 
Table 3: LBI test. The levels of significance P(It* > 0.3178) for different values 
of the true parameter d G Ho, where d = (0,$2,$3,1)'. The last row reports 
the power of the test for different alternatives d G Hi, where d = (i?i, 1,1,1)' 
and tfi =0,0.5,1,5,100. 
6 Computing the distribution of a linear combi­
nation of independent chi-squared variables 
Imhof [4] gave an expression for computing the cumulative distribution function 
of the quadratic form in normal variables. Let y ~ N(fi,V) and let Q = y'Ay. 
If V is non-singular then Q = Ylr=i ^rXt <52' w n e r e ^r a r e the distinct non­
zero eigenvalues of AV, the vr their respective orders of multiplicity, the 6r are 
certain linear combinations of /i and the xt s2 a r e independent x 2 _ v a r i a b l e s 
with vr degrees of freedom and non-centrality parameter S
2. Then 
x 1 1 f°° sin9(u) , 
P(Q>x) = - + - ±fdu, 31 
2 vr J0 ug(u) 
where 
1 m 1 
8(u) = - y^ {ur arctan(A rtt) -f- 8
2
rXru(l + A^u
2 ) - 1 ) - -xu, 
r=l 
e W = n(. + W^exp{£|^}. (32) 
The probability P(Q > x) can be obtained quite easily by straightforward 
numerical integration. The exact value of P(Q > x) can be obtained by use 
of the computer algorithm proposed by Davies [3]. The algorithm is publicly 
available as Algorithm AS155 at STATLIB. 
Alternatively, we could use a very fast and efficient method for approximate 
calculation of P(Q > x) based on the saddlepoint approximation, as suggested 
by Kuonen [7]. If Q = Y^rLi ^rXtr s
2 ^ n e n ^ n e cumulant generating function of 
Q is 
K(0 = E ( - ^ s a - 2CAr) + ̂ ^ ) , (33) 
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with its first and second derivative with respect to £ given by 
тsnr\ V ^ Xr K ~ 2 ^ r X r + ör) 
K{0 = h (1--CA,)2 ' 






P ( Q > я ) « l - Ф ti7 + - l o g ( - ) , (35) 
Then, 
where <f>(z) denotes the cumulative distribution function of the standard normal 
random variable, and 
1 - * ( - ) ) , 
w \w/ J 
w = 8ign(Ç)y/2(Çx-K(Ç)), 
v = Zy/K~)f (36) 
and C) known as the saddlepoint, is the value of C satisfying the equation 
K'(0 = x (37) 
for such C that ( < l/(2Xmax) if \max — maxr Ar is positive and/or ( > 
l/(2Xmin) if Xmin — minr Ar is negative. For more details on the saddlepoint 
approximation see [1, 13]. 
The algorithm implemented in MATLAB ver. 5 is available on request from 
the author of this paper. 
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